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Cicones in the odyssey drawing

Visual Odyssey This page guides viewers through a visual journey that reflects Odysseus's journey. A number of his important encounters are reflected here in works drawn across a range of over 2000, evidence of the ongoing interest in Homer and his epic. Interest in the construction of this work will provide insight into how Homer's
work and ideas have been expressed in art over time. After Troy's sack, Odysseus and his man arrived in Ismarus leaving Ilium, he and his man fired the city and were kicked out by Sikones. They arrived at the land of lotus eaters after days of rough sailing from the sea. He didn't want to come home to meet Lotus, but Odysseus dragged
them by boat and knocked them down as he boarded. Theodore van Tulden - Lotus-Eater, 17th-century travellers arrived at The Polypemus Cave, where they reached cyclops land and devoured many of their comrades. Odysseus and the survivors escaped from the cave sat at the bottom of the boat, realizing that Polypemus had been
deceived and threw a huge rock. Anivale Karachi-Polypemus, 1597-1601 crew members then reached The Aolus's house, which was given to Odysseus to bind the wind to the sack and ease the trip home. But his crew unpacked the sack, and the squareal drove them back into the sea. Alistair Malcolm - Aolus they arrived in The Land of
Lastriconia, where The Antifat king and other Lastrigonianans drove their troops away and pushed them like fish for a meal. The entire squadron, except for the Odysseus ship, sank. Lastriconia - In the late 1st century BC, the mural-painted sailors from their home in Esselin Hill traveled to Eaea, the home town of the magical Nymph Sirs.
She made some of them pigs, but Odysseus slept with her and overturned the order. They stayed on the island for a year, and his comrades persuaded Odysseus to continue home. Wright Barker - In 1900, Odysseus came down to the house of death and consulted with Thais. There he saw his mother and his old comrades, including
Agamenon, Achilles, and Ajax. Tyresstells Odysses what to expect when he returns home with future exploits. William Blake - House of Death, 1805 army attacked again, with valuable information about the future in Circe. This information allows sailors to stop with wax and whip Odysseus on the ship's mast to successfully pass through
Siren Island. Herbert James Draper -- Ulysses and Sirens, in 1909 the crew navigated past Silas and Sharribes after they passed the siren, but before Silas swallowed six of her six fearsome heads and men. Theodore van Tulden - Siren, Silas, Sharlibis, 17th-century Odysseus and his Next he reached The Sun Island, where helios kept
his cattle. The wind prevented him from leaving the island for a month and lacked food and wine. Odysseus struck inland to pray to the gods, and despite warnings not to kill and eat livestock, his crew did so. A week later, when they set out, Zeus struck the ship with a broken lightning bolt. The entire crew drowned, but Odysseus drifted
on a makeshift raft until the 10th night of his casting on Calypso Island. Romere Behrden - The cattle of the Sun God, in 1979 Calypso held Odysseu by force on the island for years, giving him immortality. But the gods proclaimed that Odysseus should return home, and he later left on a raft wrecked by Poseidon. Arnold Boklin - Ulysse e
Calypso, in 1882 Odysseus landed in Paheasia, and they treated him like a god and sent him on a ship to his hometown of Ithaca. Peter Paul Rubens - In 1630-35, Penelope patiently awaited potential suitors who wasted odyssey's fortunes while trying to beat Penelope's heart. She said she would marry when she finished weaving the
cover for Laertes. She shook during the day and took it off at night until the suitor finally realized the situation was even more urgent. John William Waterhouse - Penelope and her suitor, finally returned to Ithaca in 1912 aboard the Peakia ship. Claude Lorraine- The return of Odysseus, in 1644 Odysseus disguised himself as a beggar,
and even revealed himself to Penelope. He told his son Telemakus that he planned the downfall of his suitor. Penelope holds a contest where a contestant can tie odysseus' bow and shoot an arrow through a dozen tapered axes to become her husband. The only person who can do so successfully is Odysseus. N.C. Wyeth - With his
bow, Odysseus, a 20th-century Odysseus then killed the primary suitor, Antinus, revealed himself to the rest, and slaughtered the rest of the suitors. He confirms his identity to Penelope by reclaiming his possessions and reciting the details of his bed. Nicolas-Andre Monsieur-Odysseus ordered women to remove the body of the suitor, a
wizard back from 1791 Greek mythology, for other uses, see Circe (disambiguation). CirceAbodeAeaeaeapersonal Information Parents HeliosPers or Hecate Brotherhood Aethe, Fasifai, PersesconsortOdysseusChildrenLatinus, Telegonus Suss (/ˈsɜːrsiː/; Ancient Greek: [kíγrkü) is a wizard of Greek mythology. [1] She is the daughter of the
god Helios, the Oceaniad Nymph Perse, or the goddess Hecate. Circe was known for his vast knowledge of potions and herbs. Using these things and a magic wand or staff she will change her. Or those who offended her, as an animal. One of her legends, Odysseus visits The Island of Eaaon on his way back from the Trojan War and
turns most of his crew into pigs. He persuaded her to return to human form, lived with her for a year, and had a son, including Latinos and Telegous. Her ability to turn others into animals is further highlighted by the story of Picus, the King of Italy, who turns into a woodpecker to resist her progress. Another story tells the story of her falling
in love with the sea god Glaucus, who prefers her nymph silas. In revenge, the circus poisoned the water bathed by a rival and turned her into a terrible monster. Even in the classical era, the depiction strayed from the details of Homer's story, and was later morally reinterpreted as a drunken warning story. Early philosophical questions
also raised whether the change from reasoning to brute was eventually undesirable, and this paradox was intended to have a powerful effect during the Renaissance. Circe was also photographed as a circle of predatory women. In the eyes of the latter days, this behavior made her notorious as a magician and a kind of sexually free
woman. Therefore, she has been portrayed frequently in all art from the Renaissance to modern times. Western painting establishes a visual picture of painting, but also went inspired by other stories about Circe appearing in Ovid's transformation. The episode of Silas and Pickers added the evil of violent jealousy to her bad qualities and
gave her a picture of fear as well as desire. By most records in classical literature, she was the daughter of Helios, the Titan Sun God, Perse, and one of the three thousand oceanid nymphs. Her brothers were Ethereis, the guardian of the golden fleece, the father of Medea, and Perses. Her sister was Pasifae, the wife of King Minos and
the mother of Minotaur. [2] Other records make her the daughter of the goddess of magic, Hekate. [3] She was often confused with Calypso because of changes in behavior and personality, and her relationship with Odysseus. [4] Some say that the circus was deported to the (fictional) solitary island of Iaa by the subject and his father
Helios, accused of murdering his husband, the prince of Colchis. The tradition was later identified as Cape Circeo, talking about her leaving the island or even moving to Italy. Homer's Odyssey Frederick S. Church Circus (1910) from Homer's Odyssey, an 8th century BCE sequel to his Trojan War epic Iliad, circe is initially depicted as a
beautiful magic living in an isolated palace in the middle of a dense tree on the island of Eaea. Strangely supple lions and wolves roam around her house. She seduces everyone to land on the island to her With her lovely song while weaving into a huge loom, but later drugged them so that they changed shape. [5] One of her Homeric
hyeonrics is polypharmacos, knowing many drugs or charms. [6] Anivale Karachi's Ulysses and Circus (c. 1590) at Panes Palace Circus invites the heroic Odysseus crew to a familiar dish, a pot of cheese and a meal, a sweet with honey and a blend of wine-bound dishes, but also blends with one of her magical potions that turn into pigs.
Eurylochus, who is suspected of betrayal, does not enter. He escapes to warn Odysseus and others who remain on the ship. Before Odysseus arrived at the Palace of Sires, Athena's messenger, Hermès, intercepted him and revealed how he could defeat Sirs in order to release the crew from magic. Hermès provides Odysseu with herbal
molly to protect him from the magic of Sirs. He also tells Odysseus that he should do as if he were pulling a knife and attacking her East Sea. As Hermes prophesied, Sires asked Odysseus to go to bed, but Hermes cautioned that dangerous goddesses could dehumanize him if they did not swear in the name of the gods. This advice
allows Odysseus to free his subordinates. After they all remained on the island for a year, Circe advised Odysseus that he should first visit the underworld, something that mortality has not yet done yet, [7] to soothe the gods, to safely return home and gain knowledge on how to recover their kingdom. Circe also advises on how this can be
accomplished and gives him the protection he needs and the means to communicate with the dead. On his return, she further advised him about two possible paths to the house, however, both warning to carry great risks. Another text states that Angelica Kaufman's circus-seduced Odysseus (1786) and Hesiod's Theogoni (c. 700 BCE)
gave birth to three sons: Agrius (otherwise unknown); Latin; Telegous, who ruled Tyrsenoi, is etruscanis. Telegone, the epic now lost, relates to the latter history of the last of these. The circus eventually informed him of who his absent father was, and when he started searching for Odysseus, he became a soloist. With this weapon, he
unwittingly killed his father. Telegous, along with Penelope and Odysseus's other son Telemarkus, brought his father's body to Eaea. After burying Odysseus, Sirs made others immortal. According to an alternate version depicted in The 3rd Century BCE City Alexandra (and John Chetz's Shalia) in Rycoperon, Circe used a magical herb to
revive Odysseus after being murdered by Telegous. Odysseus gave Telemakus a daughter, Cassiphone, in their marriage. Shortly thereafter, Telemakus argued with his mother-in-law and killed her. Cassiphone He murdered Telemarcus to avenge his mother's death. Upon hearing the news, Odysseus died of grief. Dianyus (1.72.5) of
Halicarnas (1.72.5) cited the 2nd century BC historian Genagras, who claimed that Odysseus and Sirs each had three different sons: Roman, Antium, and Ardea. In the 5th century CE epic Dionysiaka, the author Nonus refers to the circus's son, Faunos, by the sea god Poseidon. [8] In the 3rd century BC epic, Apollonius Rodius says that
the circus purified argonauts for the death of Absirtus. [9] Perhaps it reflects the early traditions. [10] The animals surrounding her in this poem are not transformed by her former lovers, but a medley of limbs, not like a beast, a wild beast, not yet a man in her body. [11] Three ancient plays about the circus have been lost: the work of
Trigegian Aeschylus of Epipus, a fourth-century BCE comic play in Athens and Anasilas. The first told the story of Odysseus's encounter with the circus. The vase paintings of this era are said to have formed a chorus instead of the usual Satir by odysseus's anti-sado-like animal men. Anassilas's fragments also mention the change and
one of the characters complains that he can't scratch his face now with a pig. [12] The theme of turning a man into a variety of animals was elaborately written in Latin by latter-day writers. In Virgil's Aeneid, Anneas skirts the Italian island where Circe now lives, and now hears the cries of her many male victims in more numbers than the
pigs in the previous account: the roar of the lion who rejects the chain, /bristone boar's moan, the moanof the bear, / and the moan of the wolf, and the moanof the wolf. [13] John William Waterhouse's Sir's In-Video (1892) Ovid's 1st-century transformation collects more transformations from the 14th book. The fourth episode deals with a
circus encounter with Ulysses (the Roman name of Odysseus). The first episode of the book tells the story of Glauncus and Silas, who seek the potion of love to win the love of the enchanting sea god Silas, only to make the wizard fall in love with him. When she fails, she turns Silas into a monster (line 1-74) to take revenge on her rivals.
The story of Latian King Piquus is told in the fifth episode (also mentioned in Anade). The circus also fell in love with him. But when she wanted to be faithful to his wife, Canens, she turned him into a woodpecker (308-440 lines). [14] Flutak later had several imitators and was the subject of a lively conversation. This is a Grillus episode in
which a circular Odysseus included in his 1st century Moralia can interview fellow Greeks who turned into pigs. After his interlocutor informed Odysseu that his presence was present, To humans, they question all human values and participate in philosophical conversations in which the beast is proven by superior wisdom and virtue. [15]
Bocacio c. 1365 de Clarisse Physier rivers the latter literature Circea, a catalogue of famous women, 1474 edition Giovanni Boccaccio extinguished what was known as the circus of the Middle Ages in his De mulieribus Clarisse (famous woman, 1361-136). While she follows the tradition of living in Italy, she now proudly states that there
are more temporary chains, such as her, that make men get lost. [16] John Gower's interpretation of the encounter with the circus in the long-time preceptive poet Confessiono Amantis (1380) is very different. Ulysses is described as deeper in magic and tongues than Sirs, which means he leaves telegone and pregnancy. Most of the
accounts deal with the quest for the accidental murder of the son's later father, a moral drawing that could only come with evil magical use. [17] The story of Ulysses and the circus was retold by an episode of Georg Rollenhagen's German verse epic, Proshmeusler (Frog and Rat, Magdeburg, 1595). In this 600-page extension of The
Doctor-Homerick Batrachomyomachia, it is related to the court of mice and occupies section 5-8 of the first part. [18] In Lope de Vega's miscellaneous la circus – Con Otra Limas y Prossa (1624), the story of her encounter with Ulysses appears as an epic Rosé. [19] Started from Homer's account, but it is then embroidered; Circus love for
Ulysses in particular remains unchanged. As a palace of circus, Nathaniel Hawthorne retalked the Homerick account as the third section of his collection of stories from Greek mythology, The Tanglewood Story (1853). The modified Piquus continues to warn us about the dangers found in Ulysses and the Palace, and is eventually
rewarded for reclaiming human form. In most accounts, Ulysses only asks for this for his man. [20] In her survey on the change of circus, Judith Yarn's comment of this painting, which begins with a relatively trivial goddess of unclear origin, that we know for sure – that Western literature proves – is her amazing staying power... These
different versions of the myth of Circe can be seen as mirrors, sometimes cloudy and sometimes clear, fantasy and assumptions of culture that produce them. In the twists and turns of her story for centuries after Odysseus emerged as one of the wandering characters, she underwent far more transformations than she had inflicted on her
colleagues. [21] The madness of the inference beast Giovanni Batista Trotty is one of the longest-lasting literary themes linked to the return of Ulysses's followers to human form (c. 1610) Circe's appearance was her ability to turn men into animals. There was a lot of speculation about how this could happen, whether human consciousness
changed at the same time, and even better. The Gryllus dialogue was performed by another Italian writer, Giovan Battista Gelli, at La Sirs (1549). This is a series of ten philosophical and moral conversations between Ulysses and humans, transforming them into animals ranging from oysters to elephants, and Circe occasionally joins. Most
oppose changing backwards. Only the last animal, the philosopher of its predecessor being, wants to do. [22] The English poet Edmund Spencer also references Flutak's conversation in the section of his FayeY Queen (1590), based on a circus episode that also appears at the end of book II. Sir Guyon changed back the victims of
Accrasia's erotic frenzy from Blythe Bauer, most of whom were embarrassed by his fall from chivalric grace, but one above the rest of the special, /that pig late, haight grill by name, /heavily Repined, and had called him wrong, / was from the hog he brought to nature. [23] The circus of the city of Doso and her lover (c. 1525) wrote rather
different works centered on animals within humans. One of his unfinished long poems, from Racino D'Orro (Golden Ass, 1516) was by Nicolo Machiavelli. The author meets a beautiful multitude of women surrounded by a herd of circus beasts. After spending a night of love with him, she describes the animal's characteristics in her
responsibilities: the lion is brave, the bear is violent, the wolf is forever dissatisfied, and so on (Canto 6). In Canto 7 he is introduced to those who experience frustration: a cat that allows them to escape prey; Nursery Rhymes Dragon; Constantly foxes on the lookout for traps; Baying the moon; The lion of Aesop allowed him to take away
his teeth and claws. There are also iconic satirical portraits of various Florentine figures. In the eighth and final Canto, he talks to a pig who doesn't want to change again, like Flutak's Grillus, and denounces human greed, cruelty, and pride. [24] Another Italian writer was the latin-sining philosopher Giordano Bruno. His Cantus Circus was
an association of fourth works and ideas for memories to be published in 1582. It contains a series of poetic dialogues, and the first is a long series of scans of the seven planets of the Hermetic tradition, and most humans seem to have changed to other creatures in the cry bowl. The magician circus is then asked by her lady Moeris for the
type of action that is associated with each. For example, according to Circe, fireflies are fools, learned among idiots, wise and eminent, Obscure Man (Question 32). In the subsequent section, other characters discuss the use of images in the imagination to facilitate the use of memory art, which is the true goal of the work. [25] French
writers were able to take the initiative in Guerlion in the next century. [26] Antoine Jacob wrote an act-based social comedy in Rhymes, Les Best (Inference Beast, 1661), which allowed him to impersonate modern manners. In The Isle of Circe, Ulysses was once a doctor, na, a ballet-parking lion, a woman's help, and all blame the
decadence of the times. Nas sees human asses everywhere, asses in the town square, asses in the suburbs, asses in the provinces, asses proud in the courts, / Asses proud in the meadows, military asses troops, / Asses trip it to the ball, asses from theatre stalls. To drive the point home, eventually it is a previous courtesy, say, the
previous courtesy, which wanted to return to her previous state. In The Palace of The Light Body (1667), Wilhelm Schubert van Ehrenberg's Ulysses is reminiscent of Flutaq and Geli, occupying the companion of Ulysses (XII.1, 1690), the latter-day allegory of La Fontaine. Once deformed, all animals (including lions, bears, wolves and
moles) protest that their grounds are better and refuse to be restored to human form. [27] Charles Dennis stands at the head of la Fontaine, the translation of choice fable (1754) and moves this fable, but when mortals in the path of honor, / and if a strong passion for reason is shaken, / They are beasts though? / 'Tisweis alone /
Th'enchanting wand and magic bowl, the outer form of the man they wear, / but in fact wolves and bears, / of transformation into the soul. [28] Louis Puzzellier and Marc Antoine Liglang in 1718 with his comic opera title of Les Animo raisonnables. There were some scenarios like it switched to a different medium and turned into music by
Jacques Overt. The circus that wants to get rid of Ulysses's company agrees to change its companion, but only the dolphins are willing to. Others who were formerly corrupt judges (now wolves), financiers (pigs), abused wives (hens), cheated husbands (bulls) and fly natives (lynettes) believe their current existence is more significant.
John Collier (19th century) was another Italian who returned to Gellery, inspired by the 14 prose dialogie dialogie del Isola di Circes, published in journalistic works between 1760 and 1764. In this moral work, Ulysses aims to talk to the beast to learn more about the human condition. It includes figures to explain society's vision to the
difference synos from fables (Fox and Crow, XIII) and mythology. Unless a circus intervention is required, victims find it natural. As soon as they set foot on the island. The philosopher here is not Guerriburn's elephant, but a bat that retreats from human contact to darkness, like Bruno's Firefly (VI). The only person who wants to change
Coco's work is a satirical bear who dared to criticize the circus and turn it into punishment (IX). In the next few centuries, there were two more satirical dramas. One person modeled after flutach's Grillus episode is Thomas Love Peacock's later novel, Grill Grange (1861), titled Aristopanes in London. The semi-Greek comedy, Van
Elizabeth Mask, is acted by the characters of the novel as Christmas entertainment. In it, the spiritualist medium raises Circe and Gryllus and tries to convince the latter of the superiority of the modern age that he refuses to return intellectually, materially. [29] The Italian work of transformation themes was a comedy by Etore Lomonnoli and
La Piglia del Sol (Daughter of the Sun, 1919). Hercules arrived on Circe Island with his servant Sercopo and should be rescued by the latter when he was changed to a pig too. However, because other naturally innocent animals were damaged by imitating human evil, other altered animals were rejected when they pleaded for rescue. In
England, Austin Dobson also had a more serious relationship with Homer's story of the transformation of Odysseus's peers, although his head, face, and members were bristled by pigs and / still cursed with a sense, but their hearts remain alone. [30] The prayer of pigs in The Lord of Dobson[31] (1640) depicts the fear of imprisonment in
the animal body in this way without changing human consciousness. There seems to be no slogan, because it was only in the last line that Odysseus had arrived to liberate them. But matthew Arnold's dramatic poem Stray Onlooker (1849), [32] If the circus is one of the characters, the power of her potion is interpreted differently. The inner
tendency unlocked by this is not a choice between animal nature and reason, but between divine clarity and the participation of poets and the tragic vision of life between two types of impersonalities. In the poem, Circe makes an Ivy wreath bowl and discovers a young man sleeping on the front porch of the temple. Waking up from
possession by the poetic frenzy it caused, he longed to keep it. [33] Renaissance and sexual politics began to be a reinterpretation of what changed men, if not simply magic. For Socrates, overcoming their self-control in the classical times was a big hit. [34] But for andrea Alciato, an influential symbol, it was pure. In the second edition of
his Emperatea (1546), therefore, Circe became a type of prostitute. His emblem 76 is a simple bus titled Cavendish. Its accompanying Latin verses are mentioned Silas and Ulysses's colleagues concluded: 'The circus with her famous name represents a creator, and a person who loves such a person loses his reason.' [35] His English
imitator Jeffrey Whitney used a variation of Alciato's illustrations in the selection of his symbolism (1586), but gave a new title of hominvoltatibus transformation, a man is transformed by his passion. [36] James Joyce describes her appearance in the Nighttown section, named after her in the novel Ulysses. Written in the form of a stage
script, the song turns the circus into a prostitute wife, Bella Cohen. The book's protagonist, Bloom, transforms into a cruel man, Tamer, who makes it fantastic for all four of them to come down and ride him like a horse. [37] In the 19th century, circuses were discontinued as mythical figures. The sisters treated her as an individual, at least
as a woman of some kind. The French poet Albert Glatini deals with Circé in Les Vigne (1857) and makes her a magnet for a rich opium dream and masochism fantasy. [38] Luis Nicholas Menard's Rebeis Deen Paen Mystic Sonnet (1876) portrays her as a virgin, but she believes in a cursed reality. [39] English poetry did not fall far
behind in this lush depiction. Lord de Tableley's Circe (1895) is a decadent perber, likened to tulips, flaunting flowers, naked, unsacred... / Gypsy between freckles cheeks and stained side snakes, / flowers. [40] The kingdom of wizardcircus by Angelo Caroseli (c. 1630) is echoed by the blood-striped flowers of The Palace of The Palace of
C. Circe (1909), whose central image is taught by T.S. Elliott at Harvard Advocate. The circus itself does not appear, her character is suggested by the land and beasts in the forest beyond it: pandas, pythons, peacocks who see us in the eyes of people we know long ago. [41] Rather than being a seducer, she became a tremendous
threat. [42] Some female poetry advocates use the circus's solo form to voice women's positions. The 19th-century British poet Augusta Webster has a dramatic monologue in an empty passage titled Circe in her volume portrait (1870), which explores the state of women. [43] There, the wizards anticipate a meeting with Ulysses and his
men, insisting that they do not make men pigs. But in some drafts, pure water, natural wine, /in my cups, they reveal themselves/to each other. Change? There was no change. / Just the stomach disappeared from them without knowing. The mythical nature of the speaker contributes to the safe removal of Victoria's discourse on women's
sexuality by expressing women's desires and criticizing the sub-roles given to women in heterosexual politics. [44] Two American Poets On the surface about magic, she explored female psychology in poetry. Lee Gordon Gartner's circus was included in her collection 'The Road of Dreams' (1900), the first stanza is related to the general
story of a man who turned into a pig with her order. But the second stanza offers a sensual portrait of an unnamed woman in a French vein. Once again, he concludes that the order of the circus turns a man into a pig. [45] This is not a passive victim of male projection, but a woman who is conscious of her sexual strength. Hilda Doolittle's
Circus is also a circus in her collection Highmen (1921). In her dogma, she examines the bored conquests and then laments one example when they fail. Doolittle, who does not name Ulysses, universalizes the emotions that every woman can identify. [46] At the end of the century, the British poet Carol Ann Duffy wrote a monologue
called Circe, which photographed the goddess dealing with an audience of 'nereids and nymphs'. In this candid episode of The War between Men and Women, Circe explains the different ways every part of the pig can cook. [47] Another sign of progress to interpret circus paintings is given by two poems a century apart, both of which
engage with her paintings. The first is a sonnet written by Dante Gabriel Rosetti in response to Edward Byrne Jones's circus wine (1870). It provides a faithful depiction of raffalight mannerisms in advance of the painting, but circe's description of potions as 'distillation of death and shame' also coincides with the modern (male) identification
of pantomime and Circe. This is further highlighted by his statement that the Black Panther has an 'image of broken passion' and his statement that the disturbed seaweed is a place where the sea hates the sea due to the expectations of the enthusiastic assistant Strong Shore's poem. [48] The Circus of Australia A. D. Hope – After the
painting of the city of Doso, on the other hand, frankly admits that the animal inheritance of mankind is something shared by nature and even circuses. In poetry, he associates the fading rationality and speech of lovers with his animal cries in the act of love. [49] Circulating the temptation by Charles Hermans (c. 1859-1924), there are
some poems that bear her name more related to his writer's personal obsession than to reinterpret her myths. Margaret Attwood's Link to Circus/Mud Is The City was first published in You Are Happy (1974), and it's an allusion, and there's nothing mentioned beyond the title. Augusta Webster's disguise is a reflection of modern sex politics
that is rarely needed. [50] With two different poems by male writers it is almost identical: Louis McNair's, for example, whose Circe appeared in his first volume, Poetry (London, 1935); Or Robert Lowell, whose Ulysses and Circus His last, Day by Day (New York, 1977). The two poets made personal statements about broken relationships
through mythology. [51] Parallels and several Renaissance epics of the 16th century include a lewd wizard based on circe paintings. These usually live in isolated places where lovers are tempted and later dedicated to the pleasure of changing into beasts. These include Orlando Furioso (Mad Roland, 1516, 1532) of Ludobico Ariosto,
which was built at the time of Charlemagne. Among the many subplots is an episode in which Saracen champion Ruggiero is captured by a wizard and must be freed from her magical island. [52] Ascanio Grandi (1567-1647) of The Philiadia (1632) of Sun Tancredi was turned into a monster and was liberated by the virtuous Tankred. [53]

Artida of La Geruselemme Emantha (Jerusalem Delivery, 1566-1575, Published 1580) of Torkuto Tasso is a Saracen wizard sent from the Senate of Hell to sow discord among the crusaders who camped before Jerusalem, and succeeds in sprinkling discord among the crusaders who camped in front of Jerusalem. Planning to assassinate
her hero, Rinaldo, she instead creates a fascinating garden with a lovely prisoner who falls in love with him and forgets his former identity. [54] Edmund Spencer's Peiri Quinn's Accracia is the lure of the Templars and is fascinated by Blyth's Bauer. Later, the scholarship was confirmed to contribute to the development of the medieval
legend of Morgan Le Faye, an element of both Sirs and especially her fellow wizard Medea. [55] Also, William Shakespeare's Midsummer Night's Dream (1600) fairy Titania claims to be a circus reversal. [56] Titania (daughter of the Titans) was the title known in the classical era by the wizard. In this case, the character who is the queen of
the fairy is turning on the table. After she is older than before, he is created to love me after he is converted into his true animal shape. William Blake's 1815 comus and his animal-haired onlooker's watercolor it is suggested that John Milton's Mask (1634) presented at The Ludlow Castle is the sequel to the Tempe Restoration, a mask that
the circus thought two years ago, and the situation presented by the situation is a reversal of Greek mythology. [57] At the beginning of the mask, Comus is portrayed as bacchus, the god of wine, and the son of an equal circus of enchanted mothers. He changes the traveler into beast form so 'roll with joy in sensual stee'. Raising the
protagonist and fixing her in a magical chair, he stands on her, holds a cane in her hand, presses a magic cup (indicating sexual pleasure and restraint), and she repeatedly refuses and insists on the goodness of moderation. The photographpresented is a mirror image of a classic story. Instead of a witch who easily seduces a man she
meets, a male magician resists the virtues of women. In the 20th century, the Circe episode was scheduled to be re-evaluated as the two poetic sequels of The Odyssey. The first of these, Giovanni Pascoli's L'Ultimo Viaggio (Last Voyage, 1906), an aging hero set out to rediscover the feelings of his youth by retraced his journey from Troy,
only to discover that the island of Ea was abandoned. In the dream of love he took for the lion and circus song he was no more than the sound of the sea breeze in the fall oak (Kantos 16-17). [59] This melancholy dispelling of fantasy resonates with Odyssey: A Modern Sequel (1938) by Nikos Kazanzakis. A new voyage to find new
meaning to this recorded life grows from the first rejection of past experiences by a hero in the first two sections. The Circe episode can be seen by him as a narrow escape from the death of the spirit: with twisted hands and thighs we roll in the burning sand, /a hanging mess of hissing serpent stuck in the sun!...!.../farewell gorgeous
voyage, and ends! Mooring in the mud pot of satisfied beasts in the queue / Flow and spirit/ flow! / O prodigalson, much traveling soul, is this country? His escape from this muddy waters of sensuality comes one day when some fishermen, mothers and babies enjoy the simple comforts of food and drink, recalling his life, duty, and joy. [60]
When Pascoli's hero's attempt to reclaim the past is over, Kazanzakis' Odysseus already realizes the emptiness of his experience and embarks on a journey where he hopes that what he wants will be a richer future. The national archaeological museum scene in Athens of Odyssey, visually expressing the ancient art circus for 490-480
BCE oil jars, is common in Greek ceramics, among them circus episodes. The two most common expressions are the transformed sailors and Odysseus, who is surrounded by threats against the wizard with a sword. In the case of electronics, animals are not always wild boars, for example, 6th century BCE boston kylix include rams,
dogs and lions. [61] Often the deformation involves partial, head and perhaps germinating tail, while the rest of the body is human. When describing a 5th-century Greek bronze in the form of a man with a whole part of a pig at the Walters Museum, the narrator asks for other ways for an artist to describe someone other than an animalheaded man. [63] In this scene, Circe appears to be almost invariably stirring potion with her cane, as described in Homer, but the incident depicted in Homer refreshes himself and then uses the cane only as a witch to the sailor. [64] One exception is the Berlin ampora, with circe sitting. Towards a half-deformed man. [65] In the second
scene, Odysseus threatens the wizard with a sword drawn as Homer explains. However, he is sometimes depicted holding a spear as well, as in the Athens lekythos, while Homer reported that he was a bow that fell on his shoulder. [67] In this episode, the circus is usually shown on the flight, and you can clearly see erlangen lekythos
dropping the bowl and cane behind her. [68] Two curious raw wine bowls contain the hoc details of the circus's hands[69] the men approaching her palace could hear her songs sweetly while she was working. [70] Apparently despite the 5th century skycap from Boetia, Odysseus leaned on crutches, while a woman with black
characteristics possessed an unbalanced large bowl. [71] On the other hand, a hero with a pot wields a sword, and the circus whips potions. Both can depict scenes depicted in one or another of the cartoon satir plays that deal with their encounters. The small remains of these now cross a few lines by Epiphus, Epiphus of Athens and
Anasilas. Other vase paintings from this era say that odysseus's anti-savory animal men formed a chorus instead of the usual Satir. [72] The reason we should be the subject of such a play is because drinking wine was often the center of their conspiracy. Later, the writers had to follow Socretes, interpreting the episode as describing the
dangers of being drunk. [73] Other artifacts depicting the story include cypselus's chest depicted in the journey of Faussanas. Among those many pieces is the 'cave' and there is a woman sleeping with a man on the couch. I thought they were Odysseus and circus, based on the number of women in front of the cave and my views on what
they were doing. There are four women, and Homer is engaged in the challenges mentioned in his poems.' [74] The passage in question explains how one of them 'throws a linen cover on a chair and spreads a fine purple fabric on top. Another drew a silver table on a chair and served a golden dish, while the third sweet honey wine was
served in a silver bowl and served in a golden cup. The fourth water roared under a huge cauldron. [75] This suggests the work of considerable detail, while the Etruscan Pavilion preserved in the Archaeological Museum of Orvieto has four figures. In the center of Odysseus, a painted knife threatens Sirs, one of whom is familiar with the
hero's shoulder. [76] The bronze mirror slogan of the Fitzwilliam Museum is etruscan, and the letter's name is engraved. A pig was depicted at the feet of the circus, and Odysseus and Elfenor approached her and pulled out a knife. [77] Portraits of 18th Century Painters In the named play. To help with the nature and costumes of the
stage, there was also a tradition of private performances, along with various illustrations. Among them were Thomas Jefferies' collection of dresses from various countries, Antiant and Modern (1757-72), where a piece of circus copper plate in a loose dress was engraved with a gobble in his right hand and a long cane on the left. [78]
Evidence of these performances over the next decades is provided by several portraits of the characters, one of which was pastel by Daniel Gardner (1750-1805) as a circus of Miss Elliott. He was a disciple of George Romney and Joshua Reynolds, and soon followed his example. A 1778 sculpture based on Gardner's portrait appears the
line of Milton's Comus: the daughter of the sun, his charming cup / Who tasted, lost his straight shape / and below fell on a forest pig, praising the charm of this married daughter of a country house. As in Jeffreys' edition, she wears a silver coroner over her fallen dark head, a cane in her right hand and a glass on her left. The candid look
at the audience and rosebud mouths in hindsight is too innocent for Miss Elliott's role. [79] The theme of the latter-day painting impersonating Circe has a history of sexual experience behind them, starting with Mary Spencer, the circus character of William Caddick, who was exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1780. The subject here was
the mistress of the painter George Stubbs. [80] A portrait of Mrs. Nesbitt's circus, painted by Reynolds, followed in 1781. Although her past was ambiguous, she had ties to the rulers and was used by the government as a secret agent. In the picture, she sits sideways, wears a white baggy dress with a cane in her right hand and a gold-leaf
cup near the left. The monkey is curled up on top of her on a tree's branches and the leopard socializes with the kitten on her lap. [81] Although the painting undoubtedly hints at her reputation, it also puts a place inside the tradition of dressing of personality. A portrait of Emma Hamilton in 1782 by George Romney. It was soon used to
describe numerous books including Wuthering Heights, the infamous Emma Hamilton was to raise this in art form, in part with the help of many paintings of her most famous George Romney. Romney's preliminary research on Emma's head and shoulders at the Tate Gallery is reminiscent of Samuel Gardner's Miss Elliott portrait of hair,
facial eyes and mouth. [82] In Lady Hamilton as the circus of Wadedson Manor, she is originally drawn to the tiger, but is placed in a forested landscape with a wolf growling to her left. Her left arm Order while the cane points to the right. [83] After Emma moved to Naples and joined Sir Hamilton, she developed what she called attitude into
more public entertainment. The specially designed loose-fitting tunic was paired with a large shawr or veil to create a pose reminiscent of classic mythology. They were developed in simple poses, and the audience guessed the name of the classic characters and scenes she portrayed as a small, silent vehicle. [84] The tradition of dressing
as characters continued until the next century. One of the series of photographs by julia Margaret Cameron, a disciple of painter George Frederick Watts, is a mythical figure who modeled the children of friends and servants. Young Kate Keon sits on Circe's head around 1865, wearing a grape and grape leaf headdress and suggesting the
use of wine for her character. [85] Social portrait photographer Yevonde Middleton used the aristocratic charity ball in 1935 as the basis for his mythical portrait series. The participants were then invited to her studio to pose in costume. Barons Dacre is described as a circus, walking through leafy headdress and large baroque porcelain
glasses for golden rings. [86] Ten years ago, illustrator Charles Edmund Brock expanded from his circus and siren (1925) to the 20th century, which was almost pastiche of 18th-century dialogue. This honoured Edith Chaplin (1878-1959), Marchiones of Londonderry and her three youngest daughters are photographed in a garden setting
about a large pet goat. [87] Three female painters also used sitter's customs to create portraits. The earliest was Beatrice Offor (1864-1920), who played the role of a sitter in a circus painting in 1911, suggesting a vine leaf crown with long dark hair, a snake twin cup she carried, and a snake bracelet on her left arm. [88] Mary Cecil Allen
was originally from Australia, but was then portrayed by Sir Audrey Stevenson (1930). It's just a head and shoulder sketch, but coloring and running hint at the lively nature of the sitter. [90] Rosemary Valaon (born 1947) drew a series of Australian characters from her goddess series in the same country. Like Margarita Georgiadis Circe
(1991) is a central panel depicting an updated naked femme fatale leaning on a tropical plant next to a triangular, pig's head. [91] One picture depicts an actress, at least a circus. This is a circus (1913) with a striking portrait of Tila Durius by Franz von Stuck. She took on the role in the Vienna revival of calderon's play in 1912. She draped
across the couch and wore an elaborate crown of her still by Ysiddor Hirsch. [92] Her seductive look and rotation of her hair are almost exactly the magic of Van Stuck as she holds a poisonous bowl. It suggests the use of promotional photos to promote certain poses, creating symbolic effects such as paintings in the past. An almost
modern example was a 1907 photo of Mme Geneviève Vix as Circe in the Light Opera by Lucien Hillenacher at the Opera Comique in Paris. [93] To highlight the actress's poses and her luxurious outfits, the cropping of the image shows the ambition of creating an effect beyond just a play. Later, sylvana Mangano's stills play circus in the
1954 film Ulysses, which poses for a cunning effect. The musical treatment cantata and the song Light Barker's 1889 song Circus were painted as musicians next to verse dramas, and there was poetic text set in secular cantatas with lyrical mids based on many operas. One of the earliest was Alessandro Swardella's La Circe, set against
the backdrop of three voices bordering the opera. It was first performed at Frascati in 1667 to commemorate Cardinal Leopoldo de Medici and included references to its surroundings. In the opening recital, Circe explains that it was her son Telegonos who founded Prascati. The other characters she enters into the conversation are The
South Wind (Zepiro) and the Algiers River. [94] In the next century, Antonio Vivaldi's Cantata Olombra di Sospeto (RV 678 in the shadow of doubt) is set in a single voice and depicts Sires dealing with Ulysses. The countertenor part includes flutes, harpsichords, cellos and Theobo, with two recitals and two arias. It is famous for the
dialogue between flute and voice, and the two remind of the flirtation moments before they became lovers. [95] The most successful treatment of the French Ulysses episode was Jean-Baptiste Rousseau's poem Circé (1703), which was specifically written in Cantata. You can divide your work into musicians who have chosen various
phrase forms to express different emotions. The poem takes place as an abandoned circus sits on a high mountain, mourning the departure of Ulysses. The Wizard calls the gods of hell and makes terrible sacrifices: countless steam obscures the light/ The night stars hinder their course, / The Astonished River retreats to their source / and
even the death gods tremble in the darkness. But while the earth is shaking to its core, love is not commanded in this way, and the winter fields are revived. [96] The earliest setting was Jean-Baptiste Morin in 1706, and was the most popular for the rest of the century. Ce, one of the last moral minuettes Point par effort qu'on aime (love is
not forced) is often done independently and scores were reprinted from many song collections. Flautist Michel Blavet prepared this music and poem's last stanza, Dans les champs que l'Hiver désole (in the winter waste field) for two flutes in 174 years.Three years later Francois Collin de Blamont made the name of the 19-year-old
composer with the same success of the new setting of Cantata. For the original voice and bass continuation, it was inflated and revised considerably in 1729, adding parts for flute, violin and violet. [97] By the end of the century, the choral setting by George Grange de Fontonel (1769-1819) had equally to have a reputation as a young
composer. [98] Rousseau's poems were familiar to composers of other nationalities. In 1789, court composer Luigi Cherubini was almost operatic for the mezzo-soprano and full orchestra. At the request of Prince Alexander Beloselski in 1787, Franz Seidelman established the orchestra for sopranos and orchestras in Dresden. He spoke
highly of Seydelman's work, but now he is regarded as magnificent and ordinary. [99] Later settings by Austrian composer Sigismond von Neucombe for the soprano and the entire orchestra (Op. 4 1810) are considered better. [100] The latest treatment of the circus theme includes the 1991 Radio Cantata Circus by Irish composer Gerald
Victory (1973-75), David Gryll's Three Penny Odyssey, a 15-minute episode of Circe's Isle, and Malcolm Hayes's Odysse, which includes parts from circus, anti-clerica and Thaisia. Gerald Hummel's Singing Cycle Circus (1998) was raised in 1993 with Thomas Hofft in ballet. The latter later wrote seven poems in German featuring circe's
role as seductive in a new light: here is the freedom and enlightenment she tempted to hear her. [101] Another cycle of seven songs for american composer Martin Hennessy's High Voice and Piano includes the power of the poetry circus in Lewis Glyuk's Meadowlands (1997). [102] There is also a relationship between popular music,
especially friedrich Hollender's 1958 episode of Odysseus. [103] In addition, the text of Homerick Greek is included in the circus's island episode of David Bedford's Odyssey (1976). [104] This refers to the Odyssey legend and some later e-suites of ancestors, among them circe titles, with almost different programming connections with the
myth itself. After classical ballet and programming music classical ballet was separated from the scene of the play in a pointless form, and the story was separated into a pointless form that was expressed only through movement, Circe's subject matter was rarely visited. Think of it as the first episode of the three In 1734, the theme of Les
Petes Nouvelles, hosted by Shea Dublesis Le Cadet, began after the third performance and failed to be revived. [105] Choreographer Antoine Pitro took the stage of the Ulysse dans l'isle de Circée, describing the 1764 ballet serie and Heroi Pantomime. [106] There seems to be nothing until the revival of ballet in the 20th century. In 1963,
the circus that fascinated Ulysses for Martha Graham's circus revival was created by American choreographer Martha Graham with alan Hobhanes' score. The theme is psychological, which represents the battle against animal instincts. The beasts depicted include goats, snakes, lions and deer beyond pigs. [107] The theme is set in a
'world of sexual frustration', but it's described as one of the 'charged erotic actions'. [108] During the same decade, Rudolf Bruchi composed Kirka (1967) in Croatia. John Harbison's Ulysses (Act 1, Scene 2, 1983) has a circus episode in which enchantment songs are expressed in Ondes Marteno and tuning percussion. [109] After The
Ulisses's crew is transformed into an animal by her spell, a battle of wills continues between the circus and the hero. The men change again, but Ulysses is attracted to her at his turn. In 1993, Gerald Humel's second act, The Circus und Odysseus, took the story into full swing. Also psychological in intent, it ultimately represents the lure of
the anxiety hero Circe into failure. The geometric set in Berlin production was particularly notable. [110] The opera on the theme of the circus did not stop, but it was overtaken for a time by the new musical concept of a symphony that does not use the text of a song, seeking to combine music and drama. [111] The number of pure musical
works falls into this category since the late 19th century, one of which was Heinrich von Herzogenberg's Odysseus (Op.16, 1873). The third section, the Bagnerian Symphony for large orchestras dealing with the return of heroes in the Trojan War, is titled The Garden of Sirs (Dai Gerten der Sirs). In the 20th century, the cyclist Odysseus
Paten of Ernst Boehe (on the voyage of Odysseus, Op. 6, 1903) was equally programmed and included a visit to the island of Circe (Dai Insel der Sirs) as the second longsection. After depicting the sea voyage, the bass clarinet verse introduces a flute, harp and solo violin ensemble to a lightly tuned accompaniment, hinting at the circus's
fascinating attempt to prevent Odysseus from traveling further. [112] Alan Hovehanes's Circus Symphony (No.18, Op. 204a, 1963) is a late example of this programmatic writing. In fact, with the addition of more strings, the second timpanist, Celesta, that year is a slightly changed version of his ballet music. With the exception of Willem
Frederick Vaughn's orchestral prelude (1972), most of the works were for a limited number of instruments. This includes Hendrick de Legsir (Op. 44, 1975) for clarinet, violin and piano. Christian Manet's Les Magic for Bassoon and Piano de Sordo (Op. 96, 1975) and Jacques Renault's Cir (c) é (1986) Oboe Damore. German experimental
musician Dieter Schnebel's Circus (1988) is harp's work, and the various sections are titled Signal), Seuselne (Whispers), Berrokkungen (EntyCement), Finn (Pain), Schlege (Stroke), and Umgarnen (Snare), with their programtic intentions. Michael Arman (born 1964) provides notes on Kirk's voice, violin, piano and percussion (1995). It
highlights a variety of vocal uses for mezzo-soprano parts based on four excerpts from Homer's Odyssey. He explains that the play between predictable (deep structure) and unexpected (surface) is a metaphor for Odysseus's companion, who will take by the magic of Ulysses (who realizes that Circe is a wizard). [113] In an interview about
how he worked in terms of his compositions, he explained that when it was established, it meant interfering with the musical structure, and that the singer's voice tone, song, and changes in non-pseudo-voice were the same as the movement from loneliness to self-expression. [114] Dominique Lemiter's Circé for Soprano and 8cello (1998)
is equally programmed. Inside, the singer's voice floats on the instrument, creating an emotional effect that is almost identical to the setting of Rousseau's poems. [115] For Thea Musgrave Circe for Thea Musgrave (1996) eventually became the fourth piece in the voice of her six parts in the ancient world for various combinations of flutes
and percussion (1998). Her notes on these are that their purpose is to 'describe some figures from ancient Greece', and the circus describes them as 'wizards who change people into beasts'. [116] A recent reference is the sonata II of harpsicordist Fernando de Luca for Viola da Gamba, titled L'antro della maga Circe. The opera l'Orf
Lihem wrote the opera with his Libreto based on several texts related to the encounter between Odyssseus and Sires, as Homer's Odyssey said, Carolyn von Günderrod, Giovanni Pascoli and Isabel Eberhardt, illuminating various aspects of mythology. The opera premiered on September 14, 2014 in Op Frankfurt. [117] In scientific
interpretation and later Christian opinion, the circus was an abominable witch using the power of miracles at the end of evil. When the witch's presence was questioned, she was reinterpreted as a depressed pain due to delusion. [118] In the plant, Circaea is a plant that belongs in the shade of a magical night. The name was given by
botanists in the late 16th century, believing that it was an herb used by Circe to fascinate Odysseus's associates. [119] Medical historians have speculated that the conversion of pigs is not literally intended, but rather a plant-themed straminium and anticholine addiction. [120] Symptoms include memory loss, hallucinations and delusions.
Molly's description fits into the eyedrops, flowers containing galantamine, which is a long-lasting anticholinergic agent and can therefore neutralize the anticholinergic ones introduced into the body after consumption. [120] Another influence described as one of The Latium's most prominent family by Sungbibio [121][122] – claiming a
descent from Malia, the granddaughter of Odysseus and circulation through Telegous. One of the most well-known of them was Octavius Mamilius (498 BCE), the seventh and last king of Rome, the prince of Tusculum and the son-in-law of Lucius Tarquinus Supus. Linnaus was named the venus clam (Beneriga) after the Circus (Circe
scripta, 1758) in 1778. [123] Her name was given to 34 Circe, a large, dark main belt asteroid first seen in 1855. The captured pieces are a variety of chess variants called Circe, which were reborn in their starting position. The rules for this were formulated in 1968. The circus effect created by enzymatic scholar William Jencks is a
scenario in which the electrostatic force represented by enzyme molecules lures the substrate and converts it into a product. If this happens, the catalytic rate of the enzyme (the rate of reaction) can be much faster than that of others. [124] Pop culture text: Circus of popular culture also referenced Northtali de la Boo ^ Encyclopedia
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CircePronunciation/ˈsɜːrsiː/[1]Named afterCirceAlternative names1965 JLMinor planet categoryMain beltAdjectivesCircean /sərˈsiːən/[2]Orbital characteristics[3]Epoch November 4, 2013 (JD 2456600.5)Aphelion2.967739 AUPerihelion2.406230 AUSemi-major axis2.686984 AUEccentricity0.1045Orbital period4.40 a (1607.332 d)Average
orbital speed18.12 km/sMean anomaly39.80474°Inclination5.498°Longitude of ascending node184.44157°Argument of perihelion330.2330°Physical characteristicsDimensions113.02 ± 4.90 km[4]Mass(3.66 ± 0.03) × 1018 kg[4]Mean density4.83 ± 0.63 g/cm3[4]Surface gravity~0.0317 m/s²Escape velocity~0.0600 km/sRotation
period0.5063 d (12.15 h) [3]Albedo0.0541 [3]Temperature~172 KSpectral typeCAbsolute magnitude (H)8.51 Circe, minor planet designation 34 Circe, is a large, very dark main-belt asteroid. It was discovered on April 6, 1855 by French astronomer J. Chakonak, and is named after Circe, the fascinating queen of the island of Eaea, in
Greek mythology. The asteroid's 2007 observations from the Organ Mesa Observatory in Las Cruces gave asymmetric bimodal light curve of 0.002 hours ± 12.176 and a brightness fluctuations of 0.17 ± 0.02. The spectrum of asteroids shows evidence of mercury changes. [6] See ^ Circus. Lexico British Dictionary. Oxford University
Press. ^ Circus. Oxford English Dictionary (3rd.). Oxford University Press. September 2005. (You need a subscription or a Membership of the British Public Library.) ^ b c Yeomans, Donald K., 34 Circus, JPL Small Body Database Browser, NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, December 21, 2013 search. ^ b c Carrie, B. (December 2012),
Asteroid Density, Planetary and Space Sciences, 73 (1): 98-118, arXiv:1203.4336, Bibcode:2012P&amp; Ss... 73...98C, Doi:10.1016/j.pss.2012.03.009. See Table 1. ^ Pilcher, Frederick (September 2008), Proserpina 26, Circus 74 Galathea 34, Adria 143, Antonia 272, 419 Aurelia, 557 Violeta, Minor Planet Bulletin, 35 (3): 135-138,
Bibcord:2008... 35...135P^ Fornasier, S.; Et. (February 1999), cm2 spectroscopy comparison of aqueous-modified asteroids with carbonated curb meteorites, astronomy and astrophysics supplements, 135: 65-73, Bibcode:1999A&amp;AS. 135...65F, Doi: 10.1051/aas:199161. Outside link 34 circus from AstDyS-2, asteroids - dynamic site
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